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The Natural History of A)iimals. 521 the society of the present day is characterised, has, in more instances than one, occasioned the publication of " the substance" of such lectures in the form of an elementary work, on the subject on which the lectures themselves had treated; and a very cheap and expeditious mode ?f bookmaking has thus been adopted, by simply altering the subjective pronoun from the second to the third person, and reducing the illustrations ?f diagrams and realities to pretty and well-engraved wood-cuts. We confess that we see nothing to complain of in all this ; on the contrary, it appears to us that it is the only way in which popular lectures can be ren-^, dered really available to the purpose of solid instruction, at least to the great majority of that class of persons who frequent them with the greatest avidity. We think we could now point out, within the small circle of ?ur very limited acquaintance with the so-called scientific public, not a few, we will not say of ladies blue or gray, but of gentlemen, highly educated in other matters, and mixing much in scientific society, whose attendance at the popular lecture-room has been unceasing, month after month, and year after year, and yet whose information on those very mat- We do not exactly comprehend why the subject of classification is postponed to the full description of the sponges and agastric or liydroid zoophytes. However, so it has seemed fit to the Professor, and we will follow him in his progress. The system adopted is nearly that of Professor Owen ; and forms perhaps the nearest approach to the truth of Nature that has hitherto been promulgated. We conclude with a cordial recommendation of the work; and with the ?Pe that the animadversions which it has been our unpleasant duty to uiake, may induce the author " projicere ampullas et sesquipedalia verba," and to avoid also the careless and, we were going to say, lazy habit that as so materially deteriorated this otherwise excellent book.
